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What struck me most in
these histories is the
similarity of the experiences
of those church workers with
our experiences today.

How well do you know the history of your
school? Has anyone recorded it, or is it buried
in minutes or newsletters? Why might it be
worth time to find a person who could put
together a history document?
Where is God in the history of your school?
What would you like the high points in the
history of your school to be 25 years from
now? 50 years? More?

Questions Push Us Farther than
Answers by Dr. Patrick Ferry
(Feature)

Teaching Why You Believe What
You Believe by Brad Alles (Feature)

Writing Across the Curriculum 
by Denise Rice (ETnet)

 

 


Surrounded by a Cloud of Witnesses
by Greg Hasseldahl

For times like these…we are surrounded by a
cloud of witnesses who have walked our path in a
different time and in different ways, but the
commonalities are eerie. Take heart! We all share
the human condition. We learn this truth from
God’s Word:

And all these, though commended through
their faith, did not receive what was
promised, since God had provided
something better for us, that apart from us
they should not be made perfect.
Therefore, since we are surrounded by so
great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay aside every weight, and sin which clings so closely, and let us run
with endurance the race that is set before us, looking to Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our faith.
HEBREWS 11:39-12:2A ESV

Last fall I happened upon a commemorative booklet by the 18 members of the graduating class of 1911 from Concordia Teacher’s
College in Seward, Nebraska. This is a collection of reflections 25 years after their training on the prairie. As the days and years
begin to pile up, the tendency may be to become a bit more reflective, and part of this reflection can be to consider all those
Lutheran educators who have come before.

Twenty-five years later some of those from the class of 1911 were still in ministry,
others had changed vocation to the secular world, and two had already been called
home. What struck me most in these histories is the similarity of the experiences of
those church workers with our experiences today. While it is unlikely that we fear
actually being tarred and feathered by townspeople (like P. Gabbert, who taught with a
revolver in his hip pocket) the usual progression of their lives remains delightfully
similar to ours.

So are there there any differences between the class of 1911 and the class of 2011?

Each of us will answer this question from the perspective of our
personal history more than from the perspective of our shared history,
but the shared history is key to seeing the blessings that God has
bestowed on His people. In this commemorative booklet one sees that
individuals are given into marriage, children are born, calls are issued,
accepted and declined… but through it all, the essential fabric remains
intact. God provides all that is needed to support this body and life.

We recognize that the changes in the world around us, as well as those
within our Lutheran Schools, have been sweeping. Technology aside, the
most significant change has been the prevailing attitude in many local
ministries which has moved from that of raising children within the
Lutheran community to reaching those around us. This change is God
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Taking time to look
downstream serves to
instruct us that people have
not really changed all that
much. We see our shared
history and human nature.

pleasing, but brings with it countless new challenges.

The historian’s adage is that those who don’t learn from history may be
doomed to repeat it, or at least believe that what they are experiencing is
novel and unique. The way we reflect on our situation and the work we
share affects the way we live out our vocation as ministers and our
profession as teachers in Lutheran Schools.

Back in 1982 Crosby, Stills and Nash sang:

Look around me I can see my life before me 
Running rings around the way it used to be  
I am older now I have more than what I wanted 
But I wish that I had started long before I did  

And there’s so much time to make up everywhere you turn 
Time we have wasted on the way 
So much water moving underneath the bridge 
Let the water come and carry us away 

A lot of water has passed under the bridge, and there are two ways of standing on the
bridge. One can peer upstream or look downstream. Lutheran educators spend so
much time looking upstream that perhaps we miss the benefits and blessings of
looking downstream. Much of our time and energy is spent forecasting, looking for
trends, seeing the changes in our profession and in the people we serve, or could serve.
This is good, right, and salutary, but taking time to look downstream serves to instruct
us that people have not really changed all that much. We see our shared history and
human nature. Looking downstream can show the mundane routines, and the wrenching hardships, that have come before us. It
can also reveal the shared joys and blessings. This is encouraging because it frees us to revel in who we have been, who we are as
God’s dearly beloved, and to anticipate with great joy those servants yet to follow.

A wise man of God was inspired to write this regarding what he had seen of life:

What has been is what will be,
and what has been done is what will be done,
and there is nothing new under the sun.
Is there a thing of which it is said,
“See, this is new?”
It has been already
in the ages before us.
There is no remembrance of former things, 
nor will there be any remembrance of later things 
yet to be among those who come after.

We are further encouraged by this truth:

He has made everything beautiful in its time. Also, he has put eternity into man’s heart, yet so that he
cannot find out what God has done from the beginning to the end.

And so we are led to take joy together in knowing:

So I saw that there is nothing better than that a man should rejoice in his work, for that is his lot.

My prayer is that you are energized to live out your vocation and to share your story with those around you. They may be
fascinated to learn that your history and theirs have more in common than one would think. Deo Duce!

Greg Hasseldahl is a member of LEA and an educator who has spent nearly three decades serving
schools in the midwest.
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